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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Dr Jenni Murray  
Leeds Institute of Health Sciences  
University of Leeds 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-Jun-2012 

 

THE STUDY Further description of the analytic framework is required.  
The other 'no' responses are not applicable to this piece of work 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS It is not clear what themes are being presented.  
It would be useful if the paper could give some background as to 
how the ABCD2 tool is used in clinical practice - does it for example 
improve the appropriateness of referrals to TIA clinics 

REPORTING & ETHICS The authors manuscript would benefit from closer adherence to for 
example the COREQ. A reporting tool for the reporting of qualitative 
studies. Information regarding how informed consent was obtained 
would be helpful 

GENERAL COMMENTS Although the article is clearly written there are a few areas that the 
authors may wish to think about. Firstly the rationale for including 
patients in the study is unclear particularly as no real patient data is 
reported. This could be removed without detriment to the report. The 
study reports on the usage of the ABCD2 but includes within the 
sample, clinical staff who do not use the tool. Additionally it seems a 
bit odd to include administrative staff. If the study's aim was to 
explore how the tool was used it might have made more sense to 
have a selection criterion to reflect this. Table 2 presents the roles of 
the ABCD2. Actually some of these are consequences to using the 
tool rather than roles. Finally as a boundary object the authors did 
not appear to explore how the ABCD2 helped to establish common 
ground between referrer and secondary care  

 

REVIEWER Velandai Srikanth,  
Associate Professor, Medicine, Monash University, Melbourne, 
Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 13-Jul-2012 

 

THE STUDY The sample is not representative of primary care. The message 
could be clearer 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS The messages are not clear and discussion could be more 
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comprehensive 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a qualitative study of the way the ABCD2 score is used in 
general practice, and how it is viewed by GPs, hospital specialists, 
medical staff, and patients. It was conducted in a region served by 2 
hospitals in a small number of interviewees. A standardised 
proforma and detailed interviews were used although the details of 
these are a bit sketchy. It was found that the score was viewed as 
being usable for several purposes in spite of being validated as a 
prognostic score for stroke risk. 60% of GPs and 100% of hospital 
specialists used the score. It was felt that the score served a frame 
of communication between care providers. Negative perceptions 
included the threat of medicolegal suit (if the score was not used).  
The study is small but this may not be unusual in in-depth qualitative 
research. I am however left wondering what principal messages one 
must take away from this paper. My perception of the score is that it 
is not a very reliable prognostic tool in the best of hands. Do we 
surmise that it is a good thing to use the score and for what purpose 
(knowing that there is increasing evidence that it is really not a very 
good prognostic tool), or does one just surmise that it is good to 
have a common “communication tool” even though it may not do its 
primary intended job very well? It is good to conduct post-
implementation research, but a purely qualitative survey of how it is 
used and perceptions about it may not quite be sufficient to advise 
the reader about the score’s advantages and faults. At best, to 
achieve a balance, there may need to be more discussion of 
whether the negative perceptions (eg medico-legal threat – if the 
score is, or is not used) may have some basis, and whether or not 
one should be satisfied with a relatively poor prognostic score being 
used as a common frame of communication just by virtue of being a 
score, rather than actually serving patient care 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: Dr Jenni Murray  

Leeds Institute of Health Sciences  

University of Leeds  

 

Further description of the analytic framework is required. THIS IS MENTIONED - THEMATIC 

ANLALYSIS  

 

It is not clear what themes are being presented. UNCLEAR WHAT THIS COMMENT MEANS. WE 

HAVE ALLIGNED OUR METHODOLOGY WITH THEMATIC ANALYSIS AND AS DESCRIBED IN 

THE ANALYSIS SECTION OUR MAJOR OUTPUT FROM THIS WAS TO DEVELOP A DETAILED 

TYPOLOGY OF ROLES, PRESENTED IN TABLE 2.  

 

It would be useful if the paper could give some background as to how the ABCD2 tool is used in 

clinical practice - does it for example improve the appropriateness of referrals to TIA clinics  

A BRIEF SUMMARY IS PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH 2 OF THE INTRODUCTION - THERE IS 

LIMITED RESEARCH AS TO THE EFFECTS ON PRACTICE OF PROFORMAS OR THE ABCD2 

SCORE.  

 

The authors manuscript would benefit from closer adherence to for example the COREQ. A reporting 

tool for the reporting of qualitative studies. Information regarding how informed consent was obtained 

would be helpful  

WE HAVE ADDED FURTHER DETAILS AS PER THE COREQ CRITERIA. WE HAVE ALSO NOW 

PROVIDED QUESTION PROMPTS AS AN APPENDIX AND REMOVED ALL MENTION OF 
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PATIENTS AS SUGGESTED (WE'D PREVIOUSLY HAD A "HALF-WAY HOUSE" WHERE THEY 

WERE MENTIONED BRIEFLY BUT INCOMPLETELY, WHICH HAS BEEN UNIVERSALLY OF-

PUTTING TO REVIEWERS)  

 

 

Although the article is clearly written there are a few areas that the authors may wish to think about. 

Firstly the rationale for including patients in the study is unclear particularly as no real patient data is 

reported. This could be removed without detriment to the report. THANKS, AMENDED. The study 

reports on the usage of the ABCD2 but includes within the sample, clinical staff who do not use the 

tool. Additionally it seems a bit odd to include administrative staff. ADDED SOME EXPLANATION OF 

WHY THIS STAFF MEMBER WAS KEY AND HOW OUR SAMPLING METHODOLOGY LED TO 

HER If the study's aim was to explore how the tool was used it might have made more sense to have 

a selection criterion to reflect this. HOPEFULLY BETTER EXPLAINED NOW HOW OUR 

SNOWBALLING STRATEGY DID LEAD TO THIS. Table 2 presents the roles of the ABCD2. Actually 

some of these are consequences to using the tool rather than roles. WE ASSUME THIS MEANS 

THAT "ROLES" SUCH AS MEDICO-LEGAL THREAT ARE BETTER DESCRIBED AS 

CONSEQUENCES - THIS MAY BE MORE EXACT BUT WE WERE ALSO LOOKING FOR A SIMPLE 

TERM THAT CAPTURES ALL THE ROLES AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE ABCD2 PROFORMA 

AND FEEL "ROLES" DOES THIS BEST - BUT ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTIONS GRATEFULLY 

RECEIVED Finally as a boundary object the authors did not appear to explore how the ABCD2 

helped to establish common ground between referrer and secondary care. GOOD POINT. MOST OF 

THE PAPER DEMONSTRATES THE DIFFERENT ROLES/CONSEQUENCES/USES OF THE 

ABCD2 PROFORMA IN DIFFERENT SETTINGS; THE COMMON GROUND IS LARGELY 

INFERRED BY THE FACT THAT THESE SITES ARE USING THE PROFORMA DESPITE THESE 

DIFFERENCES. HOWEVER THERE IS EVIDENCE IN QUOTES AND DESCRIPTION OF 

INTERVIEWS THAT MANY IN THE HOSPITAL ARE USING THE SCORE AS THEIR MAIN OBJECT 

TO TRIAGE AND MANAGE (AS OPPOSED TO THE PATIENT), AND THAT SOME GPs ARE 

FINDING IT EASIER TO COMMUNICATE AND ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS WITHIN THE HOSPITAL 

BY COMMUNICATED WITH THE ABCD2 SCORE AS OPPOSED TO THE PATIENT.  

 

Reviewer: Velandai Srikanth, Associate Professor, Medicine, Monash University, Melbourne, Australia  

 

The sample is not representative of primary care. The message could be clearer MORE DETAILS OF 

THE SAMPLE HAVE BEEN PROVIDED. PATIENTS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE REPORT 

TO MAKE IT CLEARER.  

 

The messages are not clear and discussion could be more comprehensive  

 

This is a qualitative study of the way the ABCD2 score is used in general practice, and how it is 

viewed by GPs, hospital specialists, medical staff, and patients. It was conducted in a region served 

by 2 hospitals in a small number of interviewees. A standardised proforma and detailed interviews 

were used although the details of these are a bit sketchy. PROVIDED AS APPENDIX. It was found 

that the score was viewed as being usable for several purposes in spite of being validated as a 

prognostic score for stroke risk. 60% of GPs and 100% of hospital specialists used the score. It was 

felt that the score served a frame of communication between care providers. Negative perceptions 

included the threat of medicolegal suit (if the score was not used).  

The study is small but this may not be unusual in in-depth qualitative research. I am however left 

wondering what principal messages one must take away from this paper.  

KEY MESSAGES ARE:  

. The ABCD2 score is used in multiple ways beyond its original evidence-based purpose of risk 

stratification.  

. Despite (or because) of its multiple differing uses by different clinicians, the ABCD2 score 
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successfully facilitates communication across clinical domains as a "boundary object."  

. Clinical prediction rules which have become boundary objects within referral pathways could 

become an important mechanism to improve patient care.  

 

My perception of the score is that it is not a very reliable prognostic tool in the best of hands. GILES 

ET AL REFERENCE ADDED TO INTRO TO DEMONSTRATE THIS IS NOT THE CONSENSUS 

VIEW Do we surmise that it is a good thing to use the score and for what purpose (knowing that there 

is increasing evidence that it is really not a very good prognostic tool), or does one just surmise that it 

is good to have a common "communication tool" even though it may not do its primary intended job 

very well? It is good to conduct post-implementation research, but a purely qualitative survey of how it 

is used and perceptions about it may not quite be sufficient to advise the reader about the score's 

advantages and faults. At best, to achieve a balance, there may need to be more discussion of 

whether the negative perceptions (eg medico-legal threat - if the score is, or is not used) may have 

some basis, and whether or not one should be satisfied with a relatively poor prognostic score being 

used as a common frame of communication just by virtue of being a score, rather than actually 

serving patient care 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Dr Jenni Murray  
Academic Unit of Psychiatry and Behavioural Sciences  
Leeds Institute of Health Sciences  
The University of Leeds, UK.  
 
I have no competing interests. 

REVIEW RETURNED 03-Oct-2012 

 

- The reviewer completed the checklist but made no further comments.  

 

 

REVIEWER Srikanth, Velandai 
Monash University 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-Sep-2012 

 

THE STUDY The authors state in their response to my first review that the 
"consensus view" is that the ABCD2 score is an acceptable 
prognostic tool citing Giles et al 2010. I disagree. There is no 
consensus, and in fact there is controversy. Moreover, it may be 
advisable for them to read the most recent meta-analysis on this 
issue by Sanders et al, Neurology, 2012 which provides an alternate 
viewpoint based on robust analyses  
 
This is an important issue for this paper, because it brings into focus 
the key point that, at an individual patient level, the score performs 
poorly as a prognostic tool. Coming from this perspective, although 
the intent of the authors is to display post-implementation data, the 
conclusion that they draw "that it improves communication" between 
groups on TIA is somewhat meaningless, if it is just intended to be a 
"flag" with multiple perceived roles, rather than what it was originally 
intended for. Such improved communication may be equally 
achieved by providing a simple proforma which does not have the 
ABCD2 score. At best the conclusion that can be drawn, is that a 
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proforma approach may facilitate links, but acknowledging at the 
outset (preferably in the introduction), that there is controversy 
regarding its usefulness as a prognostic tool in individual patients. If 
not, then this paper has the potential to misguide primary care 
physicians on the true utility of this score. 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Many thanks for reviewing this paper a second time. We were not originally aware of the Sanders et 

al. review as it was published in September this year, so we now gratefully include it in the references 

in the conclusion, where we draw readers’ attention to the controversy of the ABCD2 score’s usage in 

prognostication. We have also added additional updated references here as we agree it is important 

that interested readers are alerted to current literature on this hot topic. This improves the balance 

somewhat.  

 

We did initially write a longer introduction outlining the controversies over the use of the ABCD2 score 

in prognostication in greater depth, but needed to cut this drastically for the sake of length and focus – 

it is a hot topic, but not our focus here. We now merely aim to alert readers to it (but have improved 

this, as above, to ensure readers are not misled): our introduction clearly highlights evidence of poor 

specialist and non-specialist agreement on the score and in the conclusion of the paper we remind 

the reader that amid the concerns about prognostication, we should also be aware that the score is in 

widespread use and appears to be having numerous unintended effects, which are a valid source of 

interest. 
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